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Revenge is an act of passion; vengeance of justice.  

Injuries are revenged; crimes are avenged. 

-Samuel Johnson 

 

 

C h a p t e r  O n e  

 

A horribly disfigured man shuffled into the palatial tent. The pavilion's crimson top came 

to a point topped with a golden spearhead. The pavilion's sides were black. A crimson awning 

covered the thick blood red entry carpet. The tent was situated in the center of the former rose 

garden of the Commonwealth Star Alliance Regent, Diane Ravenhold, the hated nemesis of the 

evil Draconian Empire.  

After their overwhelming attack on the CSA homeworld of Tranquility, the Draconians 

had thoroughly looted the Regent’s palace and butchered most of the surviving palace guards and 

staff. They had enslaved thousands of CSA citizens, forcing them to dismantle the palace in 

search of the missing Regent. They brutalized the slaves during the razing of the palace. Simply 

destroying the symbol of the Ravenhold legacy was insufficient to allay the Dracos’ family utter 

hatred of the CSA Regent. They needed to brutally punish anyone remotely associated with the 

Ravenholds.  

Unable to find the Regent within the palace and unwilling to accept her escape from their 

iron grasp, they had forced the slaves to excavate the ground beneath the former palace. 

Hundreds of slaves died each day from exhaustion and exposure, and the Draconian invaders had 

murdered hundreds more for the sake of their warped sense of entertainment. 



The grotesquely disfigured man waddled laboriously into the inner chamber of a 

luxurious sprawling tent. Before him rose a dais covered with thick purple cushions spread over 

a golden carpet. A tall young man in his mid-teens sat surrounded by a few huge Draconian 

guards. The young man’s constant entourage of sycophants lounged nearby on soft cushions. The 

young man could be considered attractive with his black hair and angular face, but the permanent 

sneer set in his full lips and the wild look in his eyes quickly banished the thought. Around him 

scantily-clad slave girls crouched in fear. The prince took great pride in his harem. He used and 

abused these unfortunate victims as he pleased.   

Hearing the odd shuffle that accompanied his father’s appointed watchdog, Slug, the 

young Draconian prince, Rage, looked up, irritated at the interruption. The Draconian prince 

tormented one of the older women of his harem. He dared the woman to make a sound. He’d 

grown tired of her, as he did with all the women in his harem eventually. The end of everyone 

with whom the prince tired was the same, a painful and humiliating death. 

When the Draconians had captured the Regent's palace, this woman, a palace guard, had 

stood her ground with her team to protect the fleeing palace staff as they escaped through a 

secret tunnel. The invaders killed her team one-by-one until only she remained. When her 

weapons ran out of energy cartridges, she'd fought hand-to-hand until the Draconians had 

overwhelmed her with a stunning blow to her head.     

She was an astonishingly tall young woman with a powerful physique and short, military 

cut hair. Even under the Draconians torture, she had refused to give in. Through the days of pain 

and humiliation, the young woman refused to cry or even speak. At first, Rage had found 

amusement in her futile resistance. But now he'd grown bored. Her limp body had given him no 

pleasure. Her stares of unrelenting contempt had remained as strong as ever.  

To Rage, women meant nothing. Slaves meant less than nothing. However, he had found 

this one's refusal a personal challenge to his manhood. He had done everything his evil mind 

could imagine to break her, and still she refused to accept defeat and submit to his will.  

As he pinched and twisted the soft flesh on the back of her arms, the prince thought about 

the first day he had seen her. She was an Amazon. Piles of dead Draconians had laid about her 

unconscious, blood-spattered body. He'd noted it wasn't her blood that she wore. In his mind, 

he'd envisioned the black-haired Amazon battling in the arena on Zu. The fantasy inflamed his 



desires, and he'd decided to tame this woman. He remembered the nametag he had seen on her 

blue uniform had read “Masters.” 

Now he was back in pavilion with her looking at him with her cold hatred. The young 

prince had decided to win this battle of wills once and for all.  

Without releasing his powerful grip on her throat, he'd sneered at the groveling mass of 

flesh hunching toward him across the thick exotic weave of the carpeted floor. Slug drooled on 

the carpet while he waited. He left a trail of slime wherever he went. “What is it now, you 

disgusting vermin?” Rage said in disgust. “Can you not see that I am busy?” Slug smelled worse 

every day. Rage wondered why his father didn’t see that he no longer needed a watchdog. 

Slug responded in a choked voice, “Great news, young Lord, we’ve found the hiding 

place of the Ravenhold Regent. Your slaves are clearing away the rubble so that we may gain 

entry to her hidden bunker.”  

Smelling the overpowering stench that seemed to accompany Slug, the prince thought the 

old spy had soiled his clothes again. He turned his head away as the malformed Draconian 

neared. Sneering at Slug, he stated flatly, “I ordered you never to call her that. You may not use 

her title in my presence.” The teenager’s voice broke with a squeak, and he repeated himself 

angrily. “Can you not see that I am busy?” 

“It would seem not, young Lord.” Slug’s face formed into something resembling a smile. 

One gnarled gray tooth appeared between the slobbering lips. Long streams of drool ran down 

his grizzled gray beard. Slug’s one shining eye looked down at the scantily clad female in the 

prince’s hands. 

“What?” The teen looked down to find that the slave girl had died. His anger grew as he 

realized the worthless female had the audacity to suffocate to death before he could get the full 

enjoyment of her anguish. His anger grew and the crowd around the dais edged away.  

Slug seemed to enjoy watching the boy’s anger overwhelm him. He intentionally did 

everything he could to disgust and anger his ward. Tyrant had personally forbidden his son, 

Rage, from harming Slug in any way.  

Slug’s nightmarish appearance had resulted from a brutal beating his brother, Tyrant, had 

given him when they were about the Prince’s age. Tyrant had discovered his younger brother 

spying on him. In his unbridled fury, Tyrant had beaten him with a club, and left him for dead. 



Several days later, the palace guards had discovered Slug’s broken body. By then, little could be 

done for his disfiguring injuries.  

Out of some warped sense of contriteness, Tyrant had taken his broken younger brother 

under his protection and renamed him Slug. No one who knew the formerly handsome younger 

brother of Tyrant would ever confuse the misshapen Slug as that person. Tyrant used Slug as his 

personal envoy and spy on special missions. Slug’s current mission was to observe Tyrant’s son, 

Rage, as he managed his first important assignment, the capture of the CSA Regent. Tyrant 

trusted no one, including his impetuous son or his devious brother. 

Now, because of his anger at Slug’s interruption and the slave’s wasted death, Rage 

desperately felt the need to hurt someone. He drew his blaster and shot a fat merchant who had 

tried to sell him new rugs for his tent. “Take that away,” he ordered, indicating the merchant’s 

body. “And confiscate the carpets the fool was trying to peddle. At those prices, he must be a 

thief.” Rage knew, because of the CSA Regent’s interference, the Empire no longer had the 

credits to pay the merchant’s extravagant prices.  

His entourage laughed nervously, unsure if Prince Rage's killing spree was over. 

“Show me this bunker you think you have discovered,” the Prince snarled mockingly. 

Rage strutted out of the tent ahead of the stumbling Slug and the stench that surrounded him. 

Turning toward the guard at the tent flap, he ordered, “Get that mess cleaned up before I return.”  

Rage strode toward the widening brown scar in the earth where the former palace had 

stood. The Draconians had stacked the slaves’ corpses like cordwood downwind. Beside them, 

another giant pyre of bodies burned. Even upwind, the stench of death was overwhelming.  

Rage haughtily watched the pitiful slaves trudge through the mud in the crater carrying 

heavy baskets of mud away. He sneered at them. These were the once proud CSA citizens. Now 

they were enslaved by the Empire. Bands of Draconians easily captured thousands of helpless 

people who wandered in shock from the loss of technology.  

Many of the younger men who’d served in the vanquished CSA military had died. The 

younger women were sold to the Empire’s brothels. Orphaned children learned to avoid the 

Culling gangs of invaders who saw them a sporting goods or dog food. This left older the men 

and women as slaves. They killed anyone too weak to work. In the first day, the hospitals were 

emptied. There were no survivors among the bed-ridden patients.    



The slaves wore the ragged remains of what had once been fine clothes. Their expensive 

shoes were gone. Some men still wore tattered pants. The men gave their shirts to the few 

women who remained among them. The slaves had experienced brutality at the hands of their 

Draconian masters on an unimaginable scale.  

Standing at the edge of the pit, Rage observed the long lines of slaves carrying basketfuls 

of dirt and debris from the widening hole. The sharp edge of a pale gray concrete structure laid 

exposed deep beneath the former palace. Obviously, this was some kind of bunker.  

The young man’s anger diminished slightly, but he could not overcome his revulsion of 

the man waddling up beside him. He looked at the sweating mass and shook his head in disgust. 

“We need more slaves, I shall see to it immediately. It will give the lazy slackers who are 

supposed to be my Wardogs something to do besides feed their pets helpless Commonwealth 

children. I shall inform my father personally of the good news,” he said looking at his shining 

new fighter as it gleamed in the bright sunlight of this horrible planet. 

“Do not trouble yourself, Lord Rage. I have already dispatched a messenger to the Tyrant 

with the message.” 

Rage’s anger overcame him. He drew his blaster and aimed it at the thing resembling a 

head sitting on top of the lump of flesh before him with its one misshapen eye. The weapon 

quivered in his hand. He fired his weapon, just missing the miserable man and shot at the 

unsuspecting slaves who trudged away with the debris from the hole. The long line of slaves 

bulged away in an attempt to avoid the reckless prince’s wild shots, only to weave back like a 

giant snake as the Draconian guard dogs snarled and barked when they got too close.  

“I ordered you never to contact my father without my permission,” Rage screamed. The 

crowds of slaves and guards pointedly did not notice the teen having problems with Tyrant’s 

disgusting envoy. 

“I have my orders from Tyrant, milord.” Slug uttered with what might be a chuckle, but 

sounded more like the rattling of bones. 

“I will show you and my father. I plan to unveil the greatest pageant ever witnessed in the 

quadrant for our celebration of that woman’s capture. I shall begin the months of her humility by 

personally tormenting her in front of everyone in the compound,” the teen boasted. An evil plan 

began to form of all the atrocities he could oversee at the celebration of the high and mighty 

Commonwealth Star Alliance’s downfall. 



“Perhaps, milord, we could record a vid and display it for those in the compound on huge 

screens for the occasion. I imagine your performance will generate enormous sums for the 

Empire as loyal citizens’ rush to buy a copy of the vid for their own enjoyment,” Slug suggested. 

“Unfortunately, we can not broadcast the vid live throughout the quadrant, but we could erect 

giant screens to display the live performance so that we could all see it better locally.” 

Rage stopped himself from responding angrily to Slug. “That is an excellent suggestion. 

Make it so, Slug.” Looking down at the exposed structure in the crater that had been the palace, 

Rage reveled in the fact that he had discovered the hiding place of the hated Commonwealth Star 

Alliance Regent. Soon the Draconian Empire’s victory would be complete.  

 

 

C h a p t e r  T w o  

 

Captain James Truelove, a tall, powerfully-built man with a short-cropped military 

haircut on his prematurely iron-gray hair that matched his gray eyes, sat at the head of the black 

polished onyx conference table. The plastiglass wall to his right provided a view from the 

command center's second level into the sprawling warehouse that made up most of the secret 

black market base. The Draconians had named the base the Hydra. Like all things Draconian, it 

had a name related to dragon-lore. The Hydra was a mythical dragon with multiple heads. The 

myth related when an attacker cut off one head, two grew back. Hercules killed the Hydra as one 

of his tests. The Draconians used the base to launch attacks against the CSA and warehouse the 

booty from the raids. 

Truelove's mind wandered while the engineers rehashed his evaluation of the ancient 

Dove and his plans to make her space worthy. It was difficult for him to imagine the change in 

his life a few days had made. But such was the case with war. One day, he and his tiny crew had 

lived in seclusion on a tramp starfreighter. The next, he was the commander of a secret enemy 

base that he and his partner, Miya Musashi, a ninja had captured. To his surprise and horror, he'd 

discovered among the Draconian crew CSA citizens they had enslaved.  

The greater surprise came when he learned that some of those he'd saved from slavery 

were people critical to his own mission. Some he'd even met before. The Draconians had 

attacked their ship and made the survivors slaves. After their release, the survivors had spoken of 



the other passengers languishing at the slaver base nearby. More slaves. He had asked for this 

meeting to determine their next steps.  

After his assault on this base, the crew of the old starfreighter Dove, and the former 

slaves had worked hard to get the Hydra base inhabitable. This morning, as the commander, he'd 

inspected the base. Afterward he'd invited this small team to discuss what their next steps should 

be. The old Dove needed some major repairs. The engineers he'd saved were part of the plan to 

perform Tiara's system upgrades, and were more than qualified to assist on the Dove project.  

Earlier in the meeting, they had affirmed Truelove’s decision to make the Hydra their 

new base of operations while they worked on the Dove. The problem that nagged his thoughts 

most was the plight of people still held at the slaver base nearby. The thought further justified his 

imperative to free those slaves. He needed more people to man this base. The problem was how 

to free them. He had almost no combat-trained people and a few ships that Tiara had captured. 

Certainly not enough force for an assault upon what must be a heavily defended slaver base.   

One of the engineers, Ricky Lyle, a tall young man with dark hair and serious eyes, 

who’d become the de facto leader of the team pointed at the conference room monitor, that 

displayed the Dove with its proposed upgrades highlighted explained, “Now, let’s take a look at 

the new shield emitters. . .”  

While the engineers continued their discussions of the Dove project by assigning various 

elements, Truelove studied the faces of team as his mind wandered. Besides the four Ravenhold 

Industries engineers were his friends Torg Malvis, the old captain of the Dove and its first 

officer, Madison Winger. Torg looked like an ancient Viking lord. Madison. . . well, he thought, 

a statuesque beauty like Madison was the last thing he'd expected to find on the old tramp 

starfreighter. The final member of the meeting was the Regent's family physician, Dr Flemming. 

He was a slender white-haired man with an air of quiet dignity, who was evidently on his way to 

meet with Truelove at his secret destination in an attempt to avoid the Draconian invasion. 

Truelove's gray-green eyes had swept around the gathering cataloging each person 

automatically. A habit he'd developed as a CSA Special Forces officer. At a glance, he could 

take in a person's appearance. His mind catalogued obvious physical characteristics, height, 

weight, strength. However, he also observed whether the person was nervous or at ease. His 

trained eye could detect all but the most skilled agents using deceitful facial expressions by 

noting body language and muscle tension. 



While his mind whirled through the problems before him, Truelove seemed to freeze to 

the people around him. This had happened before, but few people had witnessed his fugue-like 

state. Madison had seen it once before, and she raised her hands to indicate the team should wait 

a moment. For a few seconds Truelove sat in stillness, his face and neck appeared to strain under 

an enormous load, as if he were using his massive strength to help his quick mind find a solution.   

With his thoughts churning through the problem of freeing the slaves, something about 

Dr. Flemming bothered Truelove. Like a gnat that whines about the face, Truelove's mind drifted 

back again and again to the doctor. In an effort to clear the interference, Truelove replayed the 

few images of conversation when he'd first met the doctor after defeating the Draconians 

occupying the base known as the Hydra.  

He smiled wryly at the stray thought of diminutive Miya sitting on the prone Hydra 

commander that she'd paralyzed with a finger stab to the nerve complex in the side of his neck. 

Of course, Truelove reasoned with relief, Dr. Flemming had kept the former base commander 

sedated in the brig. They hadn't interrogated the evil Draconian yet. The Draconian commander 

might provide valuable intelligence about the slaver base. After all, Commander Mar had just 

returned from the slaver base when Truelove had attacked. Something about Miya in her silver 

Star Commando suit terrified Draconian males. The Draconian commander was no different. 

Coming out of his reverie, Truelove realized the dialogue in conference room had halted 

and assumed the discussion was over. He said, "Tiara, ask Miya to report to the conference 

room." Miya was on duty in the base CNC as Officer Of the Day or OOD.  

The human image of Tiara on the conference room monitor responded, "Yes, sir." 

In seconds, Miya arrived. “You needed me, sir?” she asked with a look of eagerness. 

“Yes, thank you Miya, I wonder if you’d mind speaking with our prisoner. See if you can 

gain any information from him. I suggest you use your SC-suit, and give the base commander a 

visit from Veri Celen. Use your own discretion and proceed as you wish. Report back to me if 

you discover anything useful." 

Miya grinned evilly and shot out of the room to change into her SC-suit. 

After Miya disappeared, Truelove explained to them about the first time the Draconian 

base Commander Mar had encountered Miya her in her SC-suit with its mirrored visor, looking 

like an otherworldly being. When Miya suddenly appeared inside his private quarters, Mar had 



just awakened from a sound sleep during their attack. He had involuntarily exclaimed the words, 

"Veri Celen."  

"Tiara," Truelove stated to her image on the monitor, "please enlighten us about Veri 

Celen." 

The conference room monitor displayed the image of a green dragon that morphed into a 

voluptuous woman with bat-like wings while Tiara explained, "Veri Celen is a mythological 

being from Draconian lore based loosely on a similar creature from Old Earth's Slavic lore. It is a 

powerful, shape-changing dragon that turns into a temptress. The fear of Veri Celen stealing their 

souls is taught to caution young Draconian males against permitting their baser instincts to carry 

them away." The image changed to an SC-suit vid of Commander Mar trembling in terror of tiny 

Miya's silvery SC-suited form as she sat on his chest.  

The group chuckled at the comical image. All except Dr. Flemming, who looked as if 

he'd experienced a nightmare, Truelove noted.    

Truelove shook his head, turned to his team, and explained, "When Miya wears the SC-

suit, it has an amazing effect on the Draconians that I'm sure Ray didn’t include in his original 

design.” He referred to Ray Rider, the engineer that had designed the Star Commando suit. The 

egg-headed man wore a black goatee and long hair. He grinned at Truelove’s recognition. 

“You surely aren’t going to allow that woman near Mar,” the doctor objected angrily and 

stood up.  

“Relax doctor, he can’t hurt her, he’s totally incapacitated.” 

“I am not worried about her. I am worried about. . ." The phrase hung unsaid, as if the 

doctor realized he'd let something slip. 

Truelove's head whipped toward Dr. Flemming like a snake eyeing a fat rat. His voice 

was quietly controlled voice, when he said, “What, my dear doctor? You surely aren't worried 

about the former base commander. I’m not sure what you’re worried about, sir, but I am sure I 

don’t want to hear another word on the subject. Before you say anything else in front of the men 

that monster brutalized, I suggest you reconsider it carefully. I can’t imagine anyone protecting 

that filth, and find this conversation distasteful. In the future, doctor, if you object to something I 

do, please choose something more worthwhile.” Truelove turned away disgusted, not sure of 

what he should think of the doctor. 



While they waited on Miya to change into her Star Commando suit, Truelove noticed the 

doctor’s growing agitation. He clicked his molar mic, looked at the image of Tiara on the 

monitor, and then looked at the fidgeting physician.  

Tiara voice said in his aural implant, “Acknowledged, sir.”  

 

 

C h a p t e r  T h r e e   

 

“Miya, James needs you to get suited up as soon as possible.” Tiara said. 

“I'm almost ready, Tiara. James knows that,” Miya retorted, peeved with the unnecessary 

attempt at motivation.  

“James has indicated to me via our secure link that there is a problem with the doctor. 

Please be careful as you approach the prisoner.” 

“I have the suit on now. I’ll be leaving in a moment, Tiara.” Miya puffed as she snapped 

her helmet down and waited for her suit’s control system to boot up and calibrate to her body.  

“Wait, Miya. The doctor is getting up. He is saying something about using the restroom.” 

Tiara relayed as she monitored the situation in the conference room. 

“The suit needs thirty seconds, Tiara. Tell James he has to stall the doctor.” 

Back in the conference room, James listened to Tiara in his ear and asked the doctor as he 

moved slowly to the door. “Are you all right, Doctor?” 

The doctor paused at the door and said, “I’ll be all right. I just need to use the restroom.” 

He turned and placed his hand on the doorknob.  

Truelove continued slowly toward the doctor with an expression of genuine concern. The 

doctor opened the door. “Doctor,” Truelove said pausing in hopes the man would hesitate and 

turn toward him. “I must apologize if I’ve offended you, sir. It was wrong of me to suggest any 

impropriety from the man who has been instrumental in the care of the Regent’s family for two 

generations.” Truelove now stood directly in front of the unusually perspiring doctor, and offered 

his hand as a sign of his sincerity. He shook it for several seconds, and said, “You don’t look 

well Dr. Flemming. Please take some time to rest before you return. I’m sure we can continue 

without you for a couple hours. Thank you for your participation.” Truelove thought, I can’t 

think of anything else to say to stall him. 



Tiara said in his ear, “Miya is in place, sir.” 

 

 

The team in the conference room sat looking totally baffled at Truelove’s sudden Jekyll 

and Hyde performance. He seemed to be losing his mind. One minute it seemed he was angry 

enough to slap the doctor, and the next he begged the man for forgiveness. The doctor’s 

inference about the base commander had offended the engineers. They felt there was no need for 

any apology, unless the doctor did the apologizing.  

The conference room door shut behind Dr. Flemming, and Truelove sighed in relief. He 

waited a second and said, “Tiara please enlighten us if you will.” 

 

 

The large conference room monitor changed to a high angle view of the squad bay 

serving as the brig for the former base commander. The engineers quickly recognized it was not 

the normal security camera's view. The former Draconian base commander, Mar, lay secured to 

the bed frame paralyzed as he was when they’d first seen him after their release. Mar’s eyes were 

fixed, looking up at the camera with an expression of utter terror. He trembled and sweat poured 

from his body soaking his bed linens. 

A few seconds after the doctor left the conference room, the secure squad bay lock 

beeped, and the door opened. The monitor showed Dr. Flemming’s familiar figure with its 

silvery-white hair entering the makeshift brig and proceeding into the first cubicle where the 

prisoner lay helplessly.  

The doctor pulled a hypo-spray from his pocket and seemed to say something under his 

breath to the prisoner. As the hand holding the hypo-spray moved near the side of Mar's exposed 

neck, it suddenly seemed to disengage from the doctor’s arm and flew off across the room. The 

stub of his right arm sprayed hot, bright blood across the face of the terrified prisoner, and 

continued spurting blood around the cubicle.  

It took a second for Dr. Flemming to realize he no longer had a right hand. Suddenly, the 

conference room speaker boomed with an ear-splitting scream. Truelove jerked the door open 

and shot down the hall to the open squad bay. The screams echoed eerily down the hall.  



The staff raced to the squad bay where the doctor lay with his head propped against 

cubicle wall as his lifeblood squirted into a growing pool by his side from the stump of his right 

arm. His right hand lay several feet away with its fingers up and a trail of blood back toward the 

doctor.  

When the doctor entered the brig, Miya stood upside-down above the door, out of sight, 

with her mag-boots locked to the metal ceiling grid. At the last second, she sliced her razor-sharp 

ninja-to sword down to sever the man’s hand above the wrist before he could use the hypo-spray 

on the Draconian prisoner.  

Kneeling beside the moaning doctor, Truelove saw the doctor was fading fast. He jerked 

the belt from his blue uniform and applied a tourniquet to the doctor’s upper right arm. The 

wounded man was now unconscious. “Get down here, Miya. You’re showing off now,” he 

growled testily. “See if you can save this man, I need to interrogate him.” Now that the action 

was over, he needed Miya’s medical skills as a nurse. 

Miya disengaged her magnetic boots from the metal ceiling grid and, using her suit’s 

thrusters, easily flipped over, and landed lightly beside the unconscious doctor. Truelove’s 

tourniquet had stopped the blood flow. 

Tiara reported in Truelove and Miya's ear, “The doctor is in shock, Miya. His pulse is 

weak and thready.” 

Miya laid the doctor's body flat on the floor and placed some pillows under his feet to 

help against shock from his wound.  

Lizbeth, the Dove’s housekeeper, who'd been working in the janitor closet just outside 

the brig, arrived first. She was a short, stout older woman armed with a dripping mop and a mean 

look. “Oh,” she said sounding disappointed as she watched Miya flip easily down to the floor. 

“Why are you picking on the doctor?” Lizbeth pointed at the doctor with her mop handle. 

Miya replied, “I’ll tell you later, Lizbeth. Just trust me. That man is not the doctor. Now, 

I need to get a saline solution into him if I’m to save him.”  

The crew made way as she dashed down the hall toward the infirmary.  

“Okay,” Truelove ordered, “Everyone back to work. Gentlemen,” he said, addressing the 

worried-looking engineers, “Please continue your discussion about the Dove project. I’m afraid 

I’ll be unavoidably detained.” He looked at Captain Torg and noticed the big captain seemed a 

bit pale. He worried the old man might have a relapse of his recent heart attack. “Madison, would 



you assist Captain Torg back to his quarters. When the Captain seems comfortable, please return 

and give Miya a hand.” 

He noticed Lizbeth standing there shaking her head sadly and said, “Lizbeth, if you 

wouldn’t mind?” He pointed over his shoulder at the severed hand on the floor behind him. 

She jumped in surprised at the bloody, severed hand lying on her clean floor. “Woe, 

Lordy, Lord. Now just look at that.” The old housekeeper disgustedly pointed her mop at the 

offending hand on her clean floor. “You can’t leave that woman have a knife, sir. She’s just plain 

dangerous, that’s what. And I don’t think cleaning up body parts is in my job description 

anyway.” 

“Pick it up anyway, Lizbeth, and make sure you get rid of it before Ernst sees it. I don’t 

want it popping up in today’s soup.” Truelove smiled nastily. 

“Oh, sir, you ain’t right neither. I can’t leave you two alone together.” 

The tension and fatigue of the last few days took their toll on his emotions. Truelove 

starting laughing with a big, quaking belly-laugh that echoed off the hard walls of the squad bay 

at the old housekeeper’s crazy witticism. Soon he and Lizbeth were laughing until their eyes 

wept.  

Lizbeth found a trashcan liner, picked up the man’s hand with it, and wrapped it up. She 

found the hypo-spray and handed it to James who stuffed it in his pants pocket. 

Returning with a bag of saline solution, Miya began to administer aid to the unconscious 

man. The two Lieutenants showed up with a gurney. “Tiara said you needed this, Miya.” 

Lieutenant Jones stated. His eyes widened at the blood spray. The entrance to the squad bay 

looked like a slaughterhouse.  

“Thanks, guys. Hold on a second, and you can transport him back to the infirmary.” 

After a few minutes Tiara announced, “The doctor’s life signs are stabilizing.” 

When the unconscious man was strapped to the gurney, Truelove asked Miya simply, 

“How did you know the man wasn’t the doctor?” 

“I am the mighty Veri Celen. You dare ask me that, unbeliever?” she mocked 

imperiously and glanced over at the straining Draconian prisoner. She clicked off her exterior 

suit speaker and said into her secure link so that only Truelove and Tiara could hear, “Tiara, 

please check the doctor’s implant.” 



“Checking,” Tiara said automatically. “Oh, sir, I am so sorry,” Tiara apologized. “This 

man is not the doctor. He looks like the doctor, but he has no implant. In fact, sir, my cellular 

scans of his body indicate he is probably a Draconian, but something is strange about his make-

up.” 

Miya added, “That's how I knew he wasn't Doctor Flemming. The real Doctor possessed 

an implant and my suit’s scanner would display a green dot. This man didn’t, indicating our new 

scanner program didn’t recognize him.” 

“Tiara, are any of the other former prisoners supposed to have implants?” 

“Verifying all implants, sir, I truly am sorry. I never thought to check the doctor’s 

implant. I have updated my security protocols to automatically verify all people who with ID 

implants, sir. Please--” 

“Tiara, forget it. I guess you’re showing just how well your AI is functioning. But this 

might be a bit too much humanity.”  

Miya said, “James, if you would secure the patient in the infirmary, I don’t want to waste 

this opportunity with our prisoner.” Truelove looked over at the trembling Draconian. 

“Oh, mighty Veri Celen, I leave you to your victim, Great One,” Truelove stated 

ominously and bowed low as he left the squad bay, closing the door behind him. He heard a 

weak whimper from Mar as he walked away and laughed in a spooky deep base voice that 

echoed maniacally through the complex. As he walked behind the gurney, he directed 

Lieutenants Bob Jones and Brian Barnes to strap the imposter down securely and ordered Brian 

to stand guard in the infirmary. 

First Lieutenant Bob Jones was a tall, quietly thoughtful, gangly man still wearing a cast 

in his broken left wrist from his enslavement by the Draconians. Second Lieutenant Brian Barnes 

was one of the younger people in the station. Recently promoted from Ensign, Brian was a 

slender red-headed young man. Brian's gregarious attitude made him everyone's friend.   

Truelove remembered something he'd witnessed from the scene in the squad bay before 

Miya had attacked the imposter, he asked, “Tiara, replay the squad bay audio at the time the 

imposter entered the room. Amplify as needed.” 

His aural implant played the enhanced audio track clearly, and the imposter growled in a 

voice that sounded nothing at all like the doctor, “You Draconian maggot. You couldn’t even die 



properly, and now you have put my master’s efforts to stop the Regent’s interference with her 

great plan at risk of discovery by these fools. They were about to divulge everything--” 

The audio cut off suddenly, and Tiara explained, “The rest of the audio is screaming, sir.” 

“Tiara, perform vocal stress analysis of this audio for veracity. Did the imposter believe 

what he was saying?” 

After a brief pause, Tiara responded, “Affirmative, sir.” 

“We need the imposter alive, but unconscious, can you lead me through the process to 

keep him subdued, Tiara?” Truelove asked as he entered the base infirmary. One look at Brian 

told him something had gone wrong. “What is it, Lieutenant?” 

“I don’t know, sir. Just as I got the man secured, his eyes opened. He seemed to grin 

strangely at me, and then he exhaled and then his body just went limp. I think he’s dead.” 

Truelove looked at Brian suspiciously. Right now, he didn’t trust any of the former 

captives. He wondered if Brian had killed the imposter. 

Tiara’s voice assured him over his aural link, “Brian is who he says he is, and he is telling 

the truth, sir.” She said trying to regain some lost credibility. “And I am sorry to say, sir, the 

imposter is dead. It must have been some fast-acting poison.” 

“Thank you, Tiara. May I assume the infirmary has cold storage?” 

“The morgue lockers are on the far wall, sir.” 

Truelove nodded, “Brian,” he said pointing at the lockers, “Would you take care of our 

guest. Place it in a locker, lock the hatch, and bring me the key.” Brian nodded and moved the 

body to the morgue lockers. 

A few minutes later Miya arrived with her suit's helmet off looking disgusted. 

“Is there a problem, Miya?” Truelove asked. 

“The prisoner is dead, sir. He must’ve died of a heart attack. I’m sorry, but I didn’t notice 

his body language. Evidently, the doctor was keeping him subdued with a psychotropic drug. He 

truly was terrified, sir,” she said disappointedly. “He didn’t need any additional stress from Veri 

Celen.”  

“So are you upset that he died, or are you upset that he wasn’t terrified of you?” 

Miya punched his arm playfully. “Of course I’m upset he died prematurely, but I can 

assure you, he was terrified of me, sir. He just didn’t need the extra push from the doctor’s 



imposter. Only death can separate Veri Celen from her hapless victim.” She laughed hauntingly. 

“I’ll be changing, sir. Sorry.” 

“Brian.” 

“I heard, sir.” The young man responded without further direction, “I’ll bring you the 

keys for the morgue lockers when the bodies are secured.” 

 

 

C h a p t e r  F o u r   

 

Truelove entered the conference room where the team waited after the imposter's death. 

They had been talking quietly when he arrived, and now everyone sat up expectantly. 

“Sorry for the interruptions, but some things can’t be helped.” Truelove stated. “We must 

take a few minutes to discuss the events of the morning. The fact that an imposter made it here 

with us is troubling. We need to investigate the situation to determine how much the imposter 

knew about our mission." 

Indicating the four engineers, he said, “When Miya and I discovered you in the secure 

squad bay, we assumed you and the doctor traveled together. After the events of this morning, 

would it be safe to say that the doctor hadn't been part of your group from the start, but joined it 

sometime later."  

Tim Spencer, the Ravenhold engineer responsible for advanced electronics, and the 

designer of Tiara's AI responded, “That’s correct, sir. We knew the man as a doctor. We had no 

idea who he was until you spoke of his connection to the Regent. In fact, we were quite surprised 

when you asked him to introduce us at our first meeting. He acted as if we'd known each other 

well, but none of us had ever met him before the attack on the Salmon. After you mentioned his 

connection to the Regent, we assumed that was how he knew us as well as he did. Obviously, 

now we know he must've gained his knowledge about us before the attack.” Tim was a man of 

middle age and medium height with a ruggedly handsome face and peaceful outward appearance. 

His eyes were green and his blondish hair streaked with light gray. 

Truelove summarized, “That, lady and gentlemen, is our dilemma. How much did the 

imposter know? When did he join the Salmon? How badly did we expose ourselves to him, and 

was he able to communicate that intelligence?” 



“I can safely answer the last question, sir.” Tiara offered, “There has been no outgoing 

communication from this base or any of the ships that are parked here since our arrival. I have 

maintained a complete isolation on all frequencies except those specified by you.” 

“So we don’t know for sure when the doctor arrived on the Salmon. Do we? Tiara, please 

ask all the people we rescued from the Kraken to report here."  

Lieutenant Jones and Varla were just getting on the elevator to the sub-level, when they 

responded to the page to the conference room. Tiffany and Truman walked up the hall from 

Miya’s suite. Miya and Nathan tagged along. Brian joined the staff and crowded into the 

conference room.  

Truelove explained, “I’m sure everyone is aware that the man we thought was Dr. 

Flemming was really an imposter.”  

Nathan saw the blank look on Truman's face. He leaned toward his friend and whispered, 

“He wasn’t the real, Dr. Flemming, but a bad man.” Truman's eyes widened with surprise.  

Truelove continued, “We must determine if anyone knows anything more about the 

man." 

Tiffany Carmen spoke first, “I first noticed the doctor aboard the Salmon just before the 

Regent’s address. He was seated in our section beside Truman. Later, I noticed he seemed to be 

interested in these men who sat in front of us on the ship.” She said, indicating the engineers 

seated at the table.  

Young Truman watched quietly with wide eyes as the adults spoke about the bad man. 

Lieutenant Jones said, “I never noticed the man before we got back to the base with you 

on Tiara, sir.” 

Lieutenant Brian Barnes observed, “I saw him standing in front of me in line when we 

boarded the Salmon. I noticed him later, just before the attack, when he mentioned to the steward 

that he needed to speak to the Salmon’s captain about making an emergency call. He used 

official CSA credentials, sir. At that time, I was not aware he was the Regent’s physician.” 

Truelove stood waiting for a moment. He didn't seem to be making any headway with his 

investigation. He gave a sigh and thanked them for their help, almost missing Nathan’s hand 

pointing at his young red-headed friend. 

“Did you see something, Truman?” Truelove asked looking at the boy. 

Truman nodded with his eyes wide in fear.  



“You don’t have to be afraid now. The bad man is all gone. Can you tell me what you 

saw?” 

Truman swallowed and said shyly, “A strange man came to speak with the doctor when 

my Mom was sleeping. I heard the man saying someone was sick. The doctor went with the man 

to help his sick friend in the back of the ship.” Truman paused and seemed to be thinking about 

what he had seen or what he should say, but no one interrupted the boy. Finally, he said, “The 

first doctor never came back after he helped the sick man.” 

“But Truman,” Tiffany interrupted, “the doctor sat beside you until we were attacked.” 

“No, Mom,” Truman argued, “The first man had a funny looking thing on his wrinkly 

neck. When I asked him what it was, he said it was a liver spot. I thought that was a funny name, 

and he laughed with me at it. When the other doctor came back from helping the sick man, he 

didn't have a liver spot. His neck wasn't all wrinkly and funny looking.” 

Brian let out a loud gasp.  

“Do you remember something more, Lieutenant?” Truelove prodded gently. 

“Yes, sir, the boy's right. I remember that dark spot on the man’s neck in the line in front 

of me. It was quite prevalent.” 

James stood still for a moment. Then he remembered his first meeting with Dr. Flemming 

when the Regent had recruited him. It was the day after Nathan's birth. The strain of the meeting 

was too much for the young mother, and she had fainted. The real Dr. Flemming had treated her. 

Truelove realized what had bothered him earlier about the imposter. He did not have that 

distinctive mark on his neck. Evidently his subconscious mind had registered the difference.  

He said, “Thank you. All of you have been most helpful. Please return to your duties and 

you young men,” he said, indicating Nathan and Truman who looked up at the big man, “need to 

get back to your lessons, don’t you?”  

“Yes, sir,” the boys answered together surprised that Nathan’s Uncle James had known 

what they were doing.  

While the staff filed out, Truelove settled back into his seat. “Does anyone have any 

suggestions?”  

“It looks like we were being shadowed when we left CSA territory. Somehow, they 

substituted the imposter for the doctor. We're fortunate to have discovered the imposter before 

we acted on your plan.” Larry observed. 



Everyone nodded in agreement. Truelove said, “Please listen to this recording. It’s the 

last thing the imposter said to the late base commander before Miya dissected his plot.” A few of 

the men chuckled darkly at the pun, “Tiara, please play the recording.”  

The team listened as the late imposter spoke in a voice with strange inflections no one 

seemed to recognize, “You Draconian maggot. You couldn’t even die properly, and now you 

have put my master’s efforts to stop the Regent’s interference with her great plan at risk of 

discovery by these fools. They were about to divulge everything--” The audio clip stopped 

abruptly before the imposter began screaming. 

“That is quite disturbing, sir,” Ricky stated. “The imposter had worked with the 

Draconians, and very possibly his statement could be proof that even the Draconians are 

manipulated by another, stronger, and as yet unknown faction.” 

“I thought the same thing.” Truelove agreed. Everyone nodded as well. “For now, I 

believe there's no reason to change our plan. If anything, I believe we need to move forward with 

our plans even sooner.” Truelove knew they needed to finish as quickly as possible, but they 

couldn't afford any more mistakes or added risks. They were still too weak and too few. 

“Miya and I have a short job to do as soon as possible.” 

Tiara objected, “Sir, you simply cannot continue to drive yourself as you have in recent 

days. You must permit others to contribute. You are simply too valuable to lose, especially at 

this early stage. If needed, I am sure Miya and I can do what needs doing." 

“I must agree, James.” Torg, who had rejoined them after a short rest, added with 

emphasis. “You can’t do everything. This is the hardest thing for a leader to learn, especially one 

who's been as actively involved and as successful as you.”  

Truelove remembered the Regent’s haunting admonition that Miya had an innate tactical 

genius, and that he should take care to groom that skill within her. He looked around the room at 

the men and women he asked to serve as counselors and saw they all agreed. “You're right. 

Thank you for reminding me of my duty to this team’s greater mission.”  

Everyone relaxed visibly.  

“Gentlemen,” he said addressing the engineering team, “If Tiara and Miya are not here to 

help protect us, we need those fighters on the flight platform ready for pilots. How soon can we 

get them repaired?” 



“Ricky and I have looked into that sir,” Ray stated. “We can replace the damaged pilot’s 

flight suit hoses but we need more flight suits. We only have enough for four ships. We need at 

least six for all the ships to fly, and we should have spares.”  

“Let’s see what we find on the Kraken. For now, four flight suits will have to do. 

Gentlemen, finalize your plan to start the Dove project as soon as possible." 

The men filed out. Torg and Madison remained behind. Torg smiled, “I’m glad you took 

our suggestion seriously, James. Have you looked at yourself in the mirror lately, son? Why 

don’t you take it easy for the rest of the day, get a good dinner and go to bed early.” 

“You know, Captain,” Truelove said with a glance at an embarrassed Madison, “Perhaps 

I shall.”  

 

 

C h a p t e r  F i v e   

 

The four Ravenhold Industry engineers seemed to bubble with excitement as they 

surrounded Truelove in CNC. This was their first chance to observe the Draconian Empire’s 

weapons systems in action. These four men had survived from the team of five that had delivered 

on the fantastic results of the Regent’s plan. She had birthed the concepts, but they had turned 

her thoughts into reality. They represented some of the most brilliant minds in the quadrant.  

Under her guidance for the last ten years, they'd developed and constructed a new type of 

ship that could think for itself. During that time, they'd also designed and built new, more 

powerful weapons. Their efforts resulted in huge jumps in technology in many related areas.  

Truelove had witnessed their work, unaware of who’d been responsible. Over the last few 

days, they had watched vids of Miya, Tiara, and he using those inventions in capacities and 

situations far beyond anything they’d imagined. He noticed each time they’d been together, they 

eagerly discussed new ways to incorporate improvements into their projects.  

Truelove activated the Hydra’s weapons station while Madison converted each console 

around CNC to use the displays so that they could see views from the cameras around the station 

as if they were windows. 

 “Tiara, remove the safeguards from the base weapons array. I have control.” Truelove 

commanded.  



Truelove’s ship, Tiara, remained in constant contact with Nathan, Miya, and Truelove 

through their implants. She could hear them and they heard her just as their implants transmitted 

their location to her.  

Since Tiara could control any Ravenhold technology remotely, she regulated most of the 

pirated base systems through her direct contact with the dense, iron-like floor of the hangar bay. 

Her voice sounded from the base public address system in CNC at the same time Truelove heard 

her response in his ear through his aural implant. 

“The Captain has command. All weapons systems' safeguards are off, sir.” 

Selecting the manual override on the weapons console, he explained, “I’m activating the 

system for calibration and target practice.” 

The camera views on the monitors within CNC changed instantly, and they watched as 

various weapons pivoted out of the asteroid's surface from hidden bunkers and swiveled to the 

ready position.  

Tiara explained, “Sir, the cameras and targeting sensors are tied together. They sense and 

track any movement. Everything is recorded in the system's Com core.” 

“Thank you, Tiara. Now what can you tell us about the weapons system?” 

While Tiara described the various elements of the weapons system, the ship projected a 

map of the asteroid field and base with highlighted overlays of each layer of weapon with their 

positions and fields of coverage. 

Tiara explained, "The Hydra’s weapons protect every inch of the base beyond the range 

of most capital ships with overlapping fields of fire. Short-range, high-speed rotary cannons 

protect against anti-missile/anti-personnel attacks. Medium-range reciprocating turret-mounted, 

anti-ship pulse cannons overlay the front-line weapons. Behind these are long-range anti-ship 

missile and torpedo launchers. The system also has recon drones programmed to patrol the 

asteroid field and provide tactical feedback during battle. 

"In the event of an attack, the weapons system is capable of deploying mines around the 

asteroid field that will look like small asteroids. It was fortunate we arrived at a time when the 

weapons system lacked power. We simply would not have survived an intrusion attempt with 

these systems fully functional, sir.” 

Larry Painter, the weapon design engineer, whistled in awe. “It looks like these systems 

remain hidden until activated?” he asked. 



“Affirmative, Larry. However, the system's targeting scanner remains active at all times.” 

Larry continued, “I assume the targeting scanner has an Identifier Friend or Foe (IFF) 

system based upon Draconian ship codes.” 

“That is true, sir.” Tiara affirmed. 

“Then we can reprogram them for CSA ships.” 

“I am reprogramming the IFF codes from Draconian to CSA as we speak. I have also 

added a manual verification routine in which ships that are not identified and are not Draconian 

will require a supervisory approval before an attack is initiated.” 

Truelove asked, “Is there any routine for calibrating the targeting systems for the 

weapons?” 

“A full array of target drones is available and may be launched at any time. When the 

target drone launches it sends out a Friendly IFF until it reaches the target practice area, then it 

switches to Foe. The system self-calibrates. It measures sensor response time, lock-on time, and 

target destruction time. The drones have a random flight path with increasing levels of 

difficulty.” 

“Would you like to see how the system works, gentlemen?” Truelove asked.  

The engineers all nodded eagerly, their eyes glued to the monitors.  

“Tiara, activate practice routine alpha for the rotary weapons.” 

Tiara affirmed Truelove's order. A tone sounded over the base PA automatically as Tiara 

activated the test, and announced, “Warning, the base defensive system is being tested.” 

Truelove was sure the unexpected announcement would give those not involved a reason to 

pause. 

The monitor for the system displayed a window for each weapon. When the system 

detected no threat, the windows were in scanner mode and No Threat flashed in the window 

representing the area the weapon defended. The main monitor flashed Launching Target Drone.  

They watched the weapons' monitors while a drone streaked out to a preset test position. 

The tactical vid displayed the drone as green. Instantly, three of the weapons' windows detected 

the target and switched from Scanner mode to Active. Their windows displayed the target drone 

from the weapons' onboard cameras and locked in the crosshairs. The system tested the weapon's 

targeting accuracy by moving the drone to selected fixed points within the test area, and 

comparing the weapon’s targeting position to that point. 



At first, the weapons' crosshairs were yellow, indicating the targeting scanner’s 

calibration was inaccurate. As the drone moved and the scanner’s re-calibrated, the system 

compensated automatically until all three weapons' crosshairs changed to green.  

The system indicated Simulated Attack Mode Alpha. The drone’s blip on the scanner 

turned from green to yellow. The turrets' rotary cannons spun and the weapon released an 

impressive ribbon of harmless red tracer fire. The drone moved around and the three weapons 

tracked it. The system scored the number of tracer hits on the drone. 

The system automatically switched to Simulated Attack Mode Beta. The target drone 

switched back to IFF Friendly while it deployed three wired-guided attack drones that simulated 

a scenario in which three enemies, shown in red, that chased the friendly drone, displayed with a 

green blip. The drone flew through the target area and the three weapons locked on the nearest 

attacker. The barrels spun, the drone jinked, and flew maddeningly. In less than three seconds, 

the system painted the target drones with satisfying simulated explosions. 

When the system completed the Beta test, the target drone returned to the drone hangar 

for maintenance. Target practice was hard on the drones. The system switched to active standby 

mode and the base PA announced, “Attention. The weapons system test is now complete.” 

After the demo, Tiara placed the system in Passive Standby mode and Larry asked, “It's 

difficult to tell from this distance. How large are the drones, Tiara?” 

She replied, “They have the standard military target drone dimensions of six meters wide 

by five meters long and four meters high. The drones can work in concert to simulate larger 

ships. The system is designed to automatically calibrate itself with each firing and improve its 

effectiveness.” 

"What is the highest system practice mode?" Truelove asked. Since he'd decided to 

occupy the base in order to repair the Dove, he'd had a nagging worry about what might happen 

if the Draconians decided to take the Hydra back by force.  

"The system indicates it has a level Kappa, sir. It is a described as a full fleet assault." 

"Perfect," he stated with a wry smile. "Activate test level Kappa." 

"Activating weapons test level Kappa, sir." 

The base lights blinked out. Red battle stations lighting came on. "Battlestations," a 

powerful male voice announced, "Battlestations, all crew report to their battlestations. This is a 



drill. All crew report to battlestations.” The station’s PA alternated the announcement with a 

powerful alert klaxon. 

Like everyone else in CNC, Truelove ducked at the blaring announcement. He grinned 

sheepishly, knowing the alarm would upset most of the staff. 

“Tiara, can you shut that off?” he shouted over the din while holding his hands over his 

ears. 

The deafening alarm stopped in mid-sentence. 

“Sorry,” he said sheepishly. “Sorry, please tell the crew to disregard the alarm.” He 

looked around in embarrassment, but the engineers stared blankly, stunned by the station’s 

overpowering response. 

Tiara made his announcement, but, by then, CNC was crowded with the concerned and 

inquisitive staff. They blinked in wonder at the monitors showing a panoramic view of the 

station’s exterior. The dim light glinted off the shards of asteroids floating in a long flat plane 

around them.  

Every weapon around the Hydra activated, rotating from their hidden bunkers. Drones 

seemed to launch like flocks of birds from all four sides of the facility. A low growl pulsed 

through the planetoid, vibrations rumbled in the floor as the station’s power ramped up to 

maximum.  

The base shields activated, and a shimmering blue bubble encased the facility. The 

intimidating deep male voice announced, “Activating fleet attack mode.” 

The drones gathered into a huge cloud on one side of the station. The cloud slowly 

resolved into a fleet-like formation. From that mass of drones, one-hundred broke away, 

sweeping toward the station like an arrow. To Truelove’s tactical eye, they appeared to be 

simulating small, agile fighter ships, swooping in to attack shield emitters and weapon 

emplacements. 

Groups of drones in the main body formed into shapes that simulated capital ships. They 

launched simulated missiles through the lanes left open by the fighter drones. The huge 

formation plodded forward ponderously, emulating the slow movement of capital ships 

maneuvering in concert like a fleet. 



A third group of drones cut away to disappear below the planetoid horizon. These 

simulated squads of ground assault troops, and made their way slowly toward the base, using the 

available ground cover of the rough planetoid surface. 

The long-range base weapons fired their anti-ship missiles first. Simulated photonic 

torpedoes and missiles streaked toward the intruders. Some of the missiles were slower, but 

reacted like powerful torpedoes. Any impact disabled large areas of the target. Other, smaller 

missiles swept forward faster than any ship. Some of the missiles were just as agile as the fighter 

drones they attacked.  

Medium-range cannons targeted the fighters and loosed balls of blue flame as soon as 

they came within range. Smaller rotary cannons filled the intervening space with thousands of 

laser pulses, simulating the real projectiles that would shred the small ships, incoming missiles, 

and enemy assault personnel.  

The space around the planetoid appeared to be filled with a fantastic fireworks display. 

Fountains of laser fire poured into and out of the Hydra. The simulated battle had devolved to a 

general melee around the entire base. The station's overlapping fields of quickly eliminated any 

threat.  

Truelove observed that any ship attempting to close into the rotary cannon range would 

be shredded by the crisscrossing weapons' fire. Standing off at a distance would only delay the 

inevitable. The stations long range defenses were more than equal to most attacking ships. Only 

an overwhelming attack from all angles simultaneously had any chance of success. He'd been 

concerned about their safety while they sought safe harbor, but the station's defenses quickly 

allayed his fears. 

Truelove noted secondarily the sounds of the few hits against the station's thick armor 

that made it through the impressive defenses were light raps or metallic tinks, nothing like ear-

splitting gong-like crashes of real battle.  

Of course, in space, there was no sound. No explosive thunder. However, within the ships 

engaged in battle, he'd found the noise deafening. A ship groaned and growled like a living 

creature while its systems operated at maximum. Firing cannons thumped and banged like an 

out-of-synch drum corps. If the ship’s internal dampers and artificial gravity failed from battle 

damage, the explosions from an attack tossed crew about like rag-dolls. Their screams were 

almost as deafening as the weapons damage. Almost. 



Truelove observed that the Hydra's weapon system had tracked the practice session score 

automatically. If a ship received damage, the system took that drone or cluster of drones out of 

the battle. Likewise, if any part of the base or the weapon system suffered a simulated hit, it 

estimated the damage and the system responded accordingly. Lights flickered as did the 

transparent, blue hemi-spherical shield covering them. A few missile launchers and cannons fell 

silent after simulated fire impacted on them. 

Truelove watched the panoramic view as a wedge of drone intruders split away and 

streaked toward the base CNC in a high, arcing maneuver at top speed. The streams of blue 

flame arced upwards from the mid-range weapons. When the intruders came within the range of 

the rotary cannons, nine of the deadly guns pivoted toward them, hurling red fountains at them. 

Solid ribbons of red death from each cannon traced the intruders. Their streams converged at a 

point where the drones intersected with the deadly fire long before the simulated fighters could 

bring effective fire to bear.  

In two minutes of terrific firing, the battle slid heavily into the station’s favor. Once the 

scale had tipped, the base’ defensive systems relentlessly pursued the attackers until no drone 

remained in action. Truelove noted the automatic system responded more quickly than a human. 

As soon as a threat was neutralized or safely out of range, the weapons moved on to the next 

target. Even before the killing projectiles had impacted on the attacker, the weapons had 

switched to the next closest threat. He wondered how much faster the battle would be if Tiara 

were directly in control. 

While he pondered his last thought with a grim smile, the weapons system voice 

announced, “Attention, stand down from battlestations. All intruders are eliminated. Time 

elapsed, three minutes forty-two seconds. Ships eliminated one-hundred-ten.”  

Truelove considered the staggering tally reported by the system. A fleet of at least ten 

capital ships had attacked, unleashing one-hundred fighters, hundreds of missiles, and untold 

cannon fire. 

The system continued, “Simulated base damage, eleven percent. Six cannons and one 

missile launcher deactivated. No structural damage indicated. The base shield was reduced to 

eighty-two percent. Estimated time for repair, twelve hours.” 

Nominal damage, Truelove thought. He said, “Very well, Tiara. Secure from the test. 

Let's leave the defensive system active for now.” 



“Weapons test secured, sir.” The system monitor indicated Active Standby. 

Truelove stepped back from the control console, and the engineers rushed forward, 

looking at the system. The monitors displayed the guns pivoting back into the asteroid's 

gleaming black surface, leaving no evidence they'd ever existed. 

The new station crew breathed an impressed sigh, and slowly returned to their duties. 

Larry commented with a look of appreciation, “The Draconians have always had 

impressive weapons systems, Captain. This base is no exception. In fact, I would say it exceeds 

their normal paranoid design by a hundred percent." 

Ray added in a low tone, "Which further proves the value the Draconians placed on this 

facility." 

 

 

C h a p t e r  S i x   

 

The crew lunched together chatting excitedly about events of the morning which hadn’t 

dampened their spirits at all. If anything, they seemed relieved the Draconian commander was 

dead. James and Madison sat quietly together eating their steaming bowls of cream of broccoli 

soup and club sandwiches. They said little. From time to time, their finger’s touched and lingered 

as they smiled at each other.  

During the short time they'd been together, a closeness had developed. At first James and 

Madison shared a high mutual respect for each other's abilities. Both had excellent reputations. 

She had an unrivaled mastery in the Com sciences. Truelove had noted how she seemed to 

emulate Conan Doyle's famous fictional detective Sherlock Holmes, in her ability to sift out facts 

from seemingly irrelevant bits of data. In terms of scanning technology, Madison was a wizard. 

Truelove found excellent performances by anyone attractive.  

In CSA military circles, Truelove was something of a heroic celebrity. As a Special 

Forces commander he had single-handedly destroyed a stranded Draconian destroyer and its 

crew, saving a colony of settlers. As a young officer from the Academy, Truelove's first 

assignment was as an engineer, a skill he dusted off when he and his crew joined the Dove. 

Truelove's natural leadership mad him the obvious choice as acting captain when Captain Torg 

had suffered his heart attack. In that role, Truelove had immersed himself in the backgrounds of 



his tiny crew. Truelove and Madison grew close as they learned they could depend on each other 

in times of crisis. Since then, a subtle romance had developed between them. 

 Truelove hadn't been in a serious relationship for some time. The military's demand for 

his tactical skills kept him moving about from one trouble spot in the quadrant to another. He 

seldom found time for personal relationships. For several years, his relationships were either the 

professionals on his missions or long distance friends and relatives.  

As James watched Madison, he realized he'd missed something important in his life. 

James began to think of her as someone who could be a life companion. When he studied 

Madison’s blue eyes, he knew that she struggled with a deeply personal pain. Unless she 

mastered it, her pain would be the barrier to any real relationship between them. He admitted to 

himself that it was Madison's eyes that attracted him the most. Wide and oval, clear and shining, 

he studied them until she noticed him watching her closely, and then she demurely looked away. 

He knew Madison's tragic tale of the loss of her husband during their honeymoon. Her 

husband had commanded their ship, the CSA Missile Cruiser, Trident, on which they both 

served. He'd died in action when the Draconians ambushed the ship. Critically wounded, she'd 

crawled through her husband's remains to save the ship. James knew the pain of her loss still 

clung to her thoughts. He'd seen her staring sadly into space from time to time as they'd served 

together on the Dove. He knew he had to let her work through that pain. If he was to build any 

relationship with her, he had to be patient . . . and gentle. 

The base' crew seemed to work hard not to notice the blooming romance in the mess hall, 

but everyone lingered over his or her lunches longer than usual. Truelove was sure the sharp-

eyed crew of the base hadn't missed the new element of romance between them. In the boring 

duty of military life, any change was welcome and provided food for speculation and rumor. 

 

 

After lunch, Truelove reviewed the events the last few days, and the times he'd spent with 

the imposter. He realized the man never seemed genuinely happy. Truelove had mistakenly 

reasoned the doctor’s negative attitude was due to the hard times he’d shared with the other 

slaves. Looking back, he now realized the “doctor” was the only one of the prisoners they 

rescued that showed no evidence of abuse. As he walked back to the conference room, he saw 

that Varla Young was waiting outside. “You wanted to see me, sir?” 



Varla was a diminutive young woman who had worked on the as a housekeeper. She was 

a hard worker who took an interest in Truelove's work as the Dove's engineer. When Truelove 

and Torg offered her a job as engineering helper, Varla eagerly accepted. Now she worked as the 

Dove's engineer while Truelove took command of the base. 

Truelove said, “Yes, thank you, Varla. We haven’t spent a lot of time down in the 

emergency level of this facility. Scan the area making note of the layout and equipment. If 

Lizbeth can spare you, take Lieutenant Jones. Please report back to me when you are finished.” 

“Aye aye, sir, I noticed Lieutenant Jones is hindered by his broken wrist, this will give 

him something to do.” 

“My thoughts exactly, Varla, please be careful.” 

“I will, sir.” 

Truelove walked back to Miya and Nathan's suite and knocked on the door. He heard a 

quick, light footstep, then the door opened a little and Nathan peeked out. He looked up to see 

James, threw the door open and exclaimed with a look of pure joy, “Uncle James.” 

The big man patted the boy's shoulder. “Is Miya in, Nathan?”  

Nathan nodded smiling and shouted into the suite, “Miya, Uncle James is here.” 

Miya walked into the room. “Hello, James. Tiara mentioned you were coming to see me.” 

“Excuse us please, Nathan.” The boy nodded obediently and waved as he went back to 

his room. James opened the door and said, “Miya would you walk with me please, I have a job 

for you." As they walked toward CNC together, James explained what he had in mind for her 

next covert mission. 

 

 

C h a p t e r  S e v e n  

 

Varla and Lieutenant Jones exited the massive freight elevator into the base sub-level to 

survey the area for Truelove. The lights were on in the long, tee-shaped corridor into which they 

stepped. They heard the dull hum of the base power generator from down the hall. They walked 

down the corridor to the right.  

The first room was a large suite with Base Commander on the door. A thick layer of 

undisturbed dust coated everything. The furniture included a desk with chair, a large bed, a 



chifforobe, a small table with three chairs. All the well-made furniture had a matching wood 

finish.  

The next three rooms were large squad bays divided into two-man cubicles with a set of 

bunks in each cubicle. Each squad bay billeted twenty people. The rear of the bays had two 

restrooms for the occupants. There were large community shower rooms at the end of the hall. 

Behind the shower that flanked the end squad bay, they discovered a storage room for janitorial 

supplies and equipment. Across the hall from the squad bays, were two large community 

restrooms and four rooms used for staff quarters. The lower crew’s quarters could easily house 

seventy people.  

Across the hall from the crew’s quarters were the backup CNC, Cooler, Freezer, Dry 

Stores, and Kitchen that connected to the extra wide corridor suitable for the large grav-carts that 

delivered supplies. At the end of the wide corridor from the freight elevator to the left was the 

entrance to the large, sub-level mess hall. Across the hall was a room marked Engineering. Varla 

scanned the room thoroughly. Everything seemed in order. She marveled at the good condition 

of the modern engineering equipment that contrasted with the rusty, ancient museum pieces 

she’d learned to maintain on the Dove. 

Lieutenant Jones used his good hand to open the heavy hatch to the room marked Power 

Generation that connected at the back of engineering. He and Varla stepped into an amazing 

room. Within the heart of the planetoid was an enormous hollow core.  

The solid iron wall of the planetoid’s core housed the base’s giant generator. The natural 

cavern was at least three times higher than the rest of the facility on this level and extended deep 

down to the planetoid’s central core. A metal catwalk along the sidewalls descended into the 

glowing red depths, far below. Several large pipes ran down the wall of the giant well.  

“They must be using geo-thermal power for something. Heating, maybe? Could it 

possibly power the generator turbine? The facility is unusually warm for a building this large in 

space with no nearby source of heat, like a star.” Varla explained to Bob. “That would explain 

the row of pumps we saw in engineering. When we get back, we can ask Captain Truelove."  

Varla walked out on the heavily armored catwalk that projected over the center of the 

glowing chasm. She adjusted the scanner to maximum and pointed it down into the asteroid’s 

molten core. She let the scanner run for several minutes. Lieutenant Jones shifted his weight 



impatiently, he obviously didn't like standing on the open metal catwalk above the abyss. “Are 

we done yet?” he asked nervously.  

“What’s the matter, Lieutenant? You aren’t scared of heights are you?” Varla teased, 

raising her eyebrow. 

“Technically this is not high, but low, or more correctly, deep. I have no problem 

admitting this place makes me nervous. I don’t need a scanner to sense the raw power in this 

room. I appreciate the builders’ ingenuity. Now, if you don’t mind, I've seen enough.” He turned 

and walked back into engineering. Varla followed, and he closed the hatch to the humming 

room. 

“Other than needing a good cleaning, this area is not in bad shape, and I didn’t see 

anything out of the ordinary.” Varla observed. She pressed the freight elevator button for the 

mezzanine level and made her only mistake of her survey of the sub-level. She failed to notice 

the elevator control panel for the back door of the elevator. The rear panel operated the gate that 

connected the freight elevator to the tower docking pier air locks on the upper levels and also had 

a sub-level selector button, indicating there was more to the base sub-level out the rear of the 

elevator.  

 

 

C h a p t e r  E i g h t  

 

Miya sat with her feet tucked under her in Tiara’s command chair as they sailed through 

the darkness of Twilight Space. She watched the vid of Tiara's planned updates the engineers had 

played for James. “Wow, Tiara. You won’t look like a little lady any more. This new ship is a 

woman with a serious attitude. Kind of like me.” She said, indicating the new image of Tiara on 

the monitor with a grin.  

“So you like it, Miya?” Tiara asked, sounding unsure. 

“Are you kidding? This is awesome. Your new profile will be totally unknown. Look at 

the power of the rotary cannons. Oh yeah, honey. You will look great. What did James say when 

they showed him?” 

“He didn’t really say anything, Miya. He just got up to get a closer look. Pretty soon 

everyone was standing close to the monitor to get a better look.” 



“Well, that should tell you. If he wanted a better look, he really liked it.” 

“Thanks Miya, I was not sure, but I thought so.” 

“How much time do we have until we reach the planet with the slave base?”  

“We have twenty-three minutes of Twilight Space travel remaining.” 

“I’d better get my SC-suit on.” Miya said, heading back to her cabin. 

Before leaving the Hydra, Tiara and James had discussed the mission in detail. Tiara’s 

extensive star charts included every known Nav beacon. They quickly determined the only 

possible location of the Draconian slave base from their conversations with the former slaves.  

Tiara located a known Draconian outpost near the Worm and Alaska sector. Her records 

showed there were many instances of attacks in the area. She determined the satellite’s key 

frequency and sent a brief, microburst transmission to the NavSat for the twilight space exit near 

the Draconian planet where the slave base was located. She received a clear tone with a position 

indicator. She now knew the satellite was functioning and its exact location in space. She also 

piggybacked her scanner signal off the satellite and received no echoes. The lack of echoes 

indicated the space nearby was clear of ships. She would verify the area was still clear before she 

exited Twilight Space. 

Their mission was to recon the area around the slaver base. They were to determine the 

location and condition of any slaves, and scan all defenses and security systems performing a 

covert recon of the planet and slaving facilities. She had performed this type of mission before as 

a specialist in reconnaissance. 

Fifteen minutes later, Miya stood in Tiara’s cargo bay dressed in the SC-suit.  

Tiara asked, “Why don’t you use your new blaster, Miya? You always wear it, but I 

noticed you use your ninja weapons mostly.”  

“My ninja weapons are silent and perfectly suited for most of my missions. If I were 

pinned down, or fighting from a distance and wasn’t in a position to be able to retrieve my 

thrown weapons, I'd use my sidearm. I can tell you this, Tiara, whenever anyone sees that big 

gun on my hip, they won’t be looking at my cute little butt. So let’s say it works as a defensive 

deterrent if nothing else.”  

 

 



Tiara exited Twilight Space in stealth mode. The ship drifted down through the planet’s 

atmosphere on an easy glide path to keep her hull cool and invisible. The ship hovered a few 

meters off the planet’s surface in the dark of night, hidden in a valley near the large compound 

from which she had detected the greatest number of life signs. She hovered.  

Standing in the cargo bay’s open hatch, Miya surveyed the area with her suit’s Night 

Vision (NV) activated. She and Tiara had selected a site about a kilometer from what appeared to 

be the main slaver base. A rough path from her location led to a high point in the terrain from 

where she could get a good overview of the base without detection. Miya thought how confusing 

it was to leave their base in the afternoon an hour ago, base time, and get here in the middle of 

the night.  

The little ninja jumped out of the open cargo bay hatch, and used her suit thrusters to land 

gently. Tiara slid away noiselessly. Miya switched off the NV display, and watched Tiara move 

away. In the darkness of the moonless night, only the ship’s outline could be seen as she passed 

between Miya and the stars, and then only if you knew where to look.  

Miya switched her NV back on. She moved silently to the nearby overlook. Lying flat on 

the ground, Miya used her helmet’s built-in zoom mode to note the base structures and general 

layout. Tiara moved to a point high above the base, and used her scanners and cameras to 

provide Miya with an overlay map in a window of her helmet’s Heads-Up-Display (HUD).  

Miya pinpointed each guard around the perimeter using the suit’s Zoom features. She 

zoomed-in on a guard and her HUD outlined his body. A red dot appeared at the edge of her 

scanner automatically. Within minutes, there was a dense blob of red dots at one edge of her 

scanner, indicating the group was beyond her normal scanner range. From now on, her suit’s 

scanner would track all the marked individuals as enemies. 

Surrounding the slave base was a cleared space three hundred meters wide. At least three 

guard towers observed every inch of the brightly lit perimeter. Three sets of guards moved 

continuously in counter-rotating patterns on each side of the complex. Each guard could see and 

be seen by at least one other patrol unit at all times as well as the tower units.  

Each patrol guard had a huge dog straining at the end of a heavy chain leash. The base 

had a series of three high fences. They'd topped each fence with razor wire. She noted each tower 

had two guards and one of the guards pointed a powerful spotlight manually. Avoiding the 

random pattern of spotlights would be almost impossible.  



Next Miya zoomed-in on the main headquarters building in the center of the complex and 

noted numerous huts within the high-security fencing. There were large holding pens in the 

center of the compound connected to a raised dais where, she expected the slavers bought and 

sold the hapless people. There were guards standing outside the slave pen gates. A guard stood 

on each side of the HQ building and another at the entrance doors that she could observe. There 

were two long, low open-front garage sheds for transport vehicles. An armored staff car sat 

outside the base commander’s residence. 

“Tiara, report,” Miya whispered out of habit. Her instincts to be quiet and stealthy were 

her keys to safety and avoiding detection. 

“I detect no automatic defense systems, Miya. There are no active scanners. If there are 

buried sensors or automatic weapons systems they are inactive.” 

“From where I am, they don’t need any. I don't believe I could penetrate the security 

patrols, even with a Chameleon Ghillie suit.” She said disappointedly. “What more can you 

detect?” 

“There are eight towers with two guards each. Three teams, each with a guard and guard-

dog, patrol on each side of the complex. There are four main gate guards and a guard roaming 

inside the complex alone, probably the Sergeant-of-the-guards. Inside the complex, there are 

eight more guards. They have stationed six guards around the HQ building and two at the slave 

pen gate. There are a dozen more guard dogs in a pen near the slaves." 

Tiara continued her analysis. “The HQ building includes a barracks for the guards. There 

are at least fifty guards and staff inside the HQ building. They should be the off shift. 

“The huts currently hold between fifty and seventy-five occupants. I cannot tell precisely 

from my position because the bunks are stacked more than two high, and are close together. It 

looks like they keep the men and women in separate huts. There are not very many women, 

perhaps twelve. My limited scan shows the slaves wear manacles. Most have physical wounds, 

some are quite serious. There is a hut near the guard-dog pen. It holds some children and people 

with weaker life signs, probably sick or badly injured. There are human remains scattered around 

the dog pen.” 

Miya felt a cold fury building within her. She was angry that anyone would treat other 

people like this. She could imagine that the true situation was far worse than Tiara’s brief 

overview. While she watched, two guards exited the HQ building dragging the nude body of a 



woman. The guard at the door made some comment, they laughed, and then they dragged their 

victim to the hut by the dog pen. One guard bent down over the hapless victim. Miya zoomed in 

her visor on the scene. The guard bent down and took the pulse of the unmoving woman. He said 

something to the other guard.  

She noticed her HUD menu had an Audio icon under the Zoom function. She focused her 

eyes on it and heard the conversation clearly. “You were wrong Jaws, this dog meat is not dead 

yet. The boss won’t let us throw no living slave to the boys, so I guess they got to wait for their 

dinner.” Miya could hear the angry dogs snapping and barking furiously as they smelled the poor 

woman’s blood, and sensed her weakened condition. “That is okay, Hate.” The other guard 

laughed nastily, “We can let her rest a couple days from our fun and do it all over again. She 

might not be so lucky the next time.”  

Miya clicked off the Audio, as the two men picked up the unconscious form and tossed it 

unceremoniously into the filthy looking shack with the other cringing forms. The guards ambled 

back to the HQ building. Miya focused her view tightly on the hut opening. There wasn't any 

door. She noted two small figures moving forward toward the unconscious woman. She switched 

on Audio again. She could see they were small children, a little younger than Nathan and 

Truman. They huddled around the woman, and she saw they were nearly naked also. Over her 

sensitive audio detection system she heard a child say, “Momma?” Then she heard another 

child’s voice quiet whimper. She turned off the Audio, and Zoom functions and crouched, 

seething in the darkness. Miya could feel the bile rising in her throat and swallowed hard. 

“Let’s get out of here, Tiara. I’ll meet you at the rendezvous in five minutes.” Miya 

growled through gritted teeth, and tried to clamp down on her fury. She couldn't permit the rage 

within her to master her. She couldn't defeat these people alone. She knew she had to get back to 

James. He would know what to do. However, he had to act, and act quickly. 

 

 

C h a p t e r  N i n e  

 

Nathan and Truman played ball beneath the large windows of CNC on the warehouse 

floor. They'd thrown the ball for a while when the freight elevator opened. Varla and Lieutenant 



Jones got out and walked away across the big warehouse after inspecting the lower level. As they 

walked away, the elevator door remained opened. 

Nathan's sharp eyes watched his clumsy friend. Nathan had studied martial arts with his 

Aunt Miya since his earliest memories. Nathan's mother, the Regent, had insisted that Miya teach 

her son the way of the Ninja. Aunt Miya had explained that children his age would not 

understand his abilities, and that he should never show off or take advantage of others. His 

abilities were to be used to protect himself and help others, but never to harm the innocent.  

Nathan wanted to show his friend what he could do, but he knew Truman would not 

understand. He also knew that Truman was still wrestling with his nightmares of enslavement. 

Nathan wanted to ask his Uncle James about slavery. After his sheltered life, Nathan could not 

comprehend why people treated others so badly. He just knew he did not want to harm his new 

friend, Truman, any more. So he occasionally missed a tossed ball. 

Seeing the inviting interior of the elevator, Nathan exclaimed with an adventurous edge 

to his voice, "Look at that Truman." Nathan spoke proudly, as if he'd discovered a vast treasure. 

Truman had stooped to retrieve the evasive ball he'd missed for the umpteenth time from 

its hiding place under a pallet. He dusted off his grimy palms on his pants. "What?" Truman 

asked without looking up. He scowled at the offending ball that seemed to evade his attempts to 

catch it.   

Nathan realized that the wide elevator would limit how far the ball would roll when 

Truman missed a catch. They'd spent most of the play time retrieving lost balls. "Come on, 

Truman." He led the way into the open car. He deftly caught the ball that his friend had tossed at 

him. Truman followed, warily inspecting the elevator's rough mechanical interior. 

The freight elevator seemed huge to the young boys. It was built to carry powerful grav-

lifts with large shipping containers. They stood inside the hard metal cage of the elevator and 

listened to the echo of their voices. They tossed the ball back and forth and realized that if they 

missed a catch it inside the elevator, the ball wouldn't roll away. The boys were soon hurling the 

white rubber ball at each other without worrying about losing it. 

Nathan threw a ball to Truman and the ball sailed past his friend’s head and smacked the 

metal sidewall of the elevator. Truman grabbed the ball on its rebound. The boys laughed. 

Truman threw the ball. He had a strong arm and the ball flew straight at Nathan’s face at full 

speed. The black-haired boy dodged, and the ball glanced off his shoulder and smacked the rear 



elevator control directly on the button marked Sub-level. When the ball struck the level selector 

button, the grimy, disused button jammed as if someone held it in.  

Suddenly, something banged loudly against the side of the metal car, and a bell rang 

ominously. Then the huge gate rattled as it lowered between the wide-eyed boys and the 

warehouse. The thick outer metal blast doors creaked as they slammed shut. Neither boy noticed 

that the ball had struck the control panel button. They stood frozen in fear as the giant platform 

dropped into the scary unknown sub-level. They could see the side walls of the elevator pit slide 

by as it slowly descended into the planetoid's core. 

After several minutes, the elevator stopped with a jerk. They both staggered a bit, then 

another loud bang slammed against the side of the car. Nathan thought that if they waited, the 

elevator would return to the warehouse. Instead, the gate on the back of the car shuddered open 

with an angry screech, and the giant blast doors at the rear of the car slid open.  

Truman sounded fearful as he asked, "Nathan, is this the spooky place where they found 

all those dead bodies?"  

The young lieutenants had taken great delight in frightening the boys with scary stories 

about the Draconians who'd suffocated after they took shelter in the lower level when the base 

power failed. Then Aunt Miya had intervened angrily. The chastened officers had apologized, 

but the damage was done. Nathan knew his friend Truman's nightmares had worsened since 

those stories.  

He intentionally hedged, "This doesn't look like anything Ricky described." 

Truman shivered involuntarily, "Do you mean we are lost?" 

Nathan could see Truman was becoming more upset. He looked out at a hall about the 

same size as the main corridor outside the mess hall and the gym. There were two doors across 

from them and a another set of double doors to the right and to the left. 

The boys stood waiting for the elevator to do something, but nothing happened. Truman 

and Nathan walked to the edge of the freight elevator and looked into the small empty hall with 

its single dim light. Each door had a label, but the one they noticed that meant anything was the 

one marked Emergency Stairs.  

“What should we do, Nathan?” Truman asked with a frightened expression. The forgotten 

white rubber ball lay on the metal deck of the freight elevator. 



Nathan stood looking at the doors and at the elevator. “Let’s try to get the elevator to go 

back up.” He walked over to the control panel inside the freight elevator on his side and pressed 

the button labeled Main Floor. Nothing happened. He pushed the button desperately again and 

again. Nothing happened.  

“Can I try?” Truman asked. Nathan’s red-haired friend moved over to the panel and 

pushed the button. Nothing happened. 

“Do you think we broke it?” Truman asked as he felt his fear building. 

Nathan thought for a moment and said, “I don’t think so, Truman. Varla just used this 

elevator.” 

“But what was that loud bang?”  

Nathan shook his head. He walked over to the doors in the outer hall and tried the 

doorknobs. Each door had a push button lock above the knob except for one marked Emergency 

Stair. Nathan opened it and looked in. He could see the bottom of the stairs, but the stairwell 

above was completely dark.  

Truman stood rooted to the inside of the elevator. He walked over to the panel every few 

minutes and pressed the button. He looked as if he was trying hard not to cry. Neither boy 

noticed the bottom button on the elevator control panel was still depressed. As long as it was 

stuck, the elevator wouldn't move. 

Nathan waited in the little lobby outside the elevator. He opened the door to the stairs. It 

was too dark to see very far. He knew it was a long way up to the warehouse floor. He looked 

back at his friend and watched while Truman repeatedly pressed the button in growing 

desperation. What would Uncle James do? However, he couldn't think of anything. “The only 

thing I can think of is to go up these stairs, Truman, but the stairs are dark and creepy. I can’t see 

where they go.” 

“Maybe we can wait here for a little while. My mom will come and get me soon.” 

“No one knows we're down here, buddy. I don’t think anyone uses the elevator very 

much anymore. We have to figure out how to get out of here.” Nathan suggested. The boys sat 

down inside the elevator and waited, but no one came. 

 

 



“Can’t you just blow up the main building and shoot all the guards from the air?” Miya 

asked Tiara angrily during their return trip from the slaver base. “They're going to kill that poor 

woman and feed her and her children to those beasts. You heard what Lieutenant Barnes told 

James. We can’t just let that happen, Tiara. I won’t let it happen. Put me back down, and go get 

James. I’ll think of something.”  

“I am sorry, Miya. We are halfway back now. Let us see what James suggests. I am sure 

he will come up with a solution that will not require you dying at the hands of the Draconians.” 

“He’d better, or someone is going to pay.” 

Miya stood obstinately in her suit of Tiara's bridge all the way back to the Hydra as if she 

remained ready to do battle. 

 

 

C h a p t e r  T e n   

 

Truelove sat at the desk in his quarters reviewing the engineer’s project plan for refitting 

the Dove on his datapad when he heard the knock on the door. 

“Come,” he said without looking up. A moment later, there was another knock, louder 

this time. Sighing, he stood up and buttoned his shirt and sleeves as he walked to the door. 

Opening it, he found Tiffany, Truman's mother, standing there with tear-filled eyes, her face 

smudged and her hands and knees were filthy.  

Before he could ask, Tiffany sobbed hysterically and cried, “I can’t find them, sir. I've 

looked everywhere. They were just playing downstairs, and I had to do a load of laundry. . ." She 

broke down with a surge of tears. 

“What? Who?” He couldn’t understand the woman through her sobs. 

“The boys. . . Truman and Nathan are gone,” she cried. “I can’t find them.” 

“It's all right, Tiffany. We'll find them." Truelove reassured gently as he patted her 

shoulder. "They have to be here. There's no where for them to go. Just wait a second.” 

He walked to the Com panel and pressed Page. “Attention. Attention. Nathan and 

Truman are missing. Anyone who's seen them recently please report to my quarters immediately. 

Everyone, please search your area thoroughly and report your findings to me ASAP.” He heard 

his voice echoing back from speakers within the huge warehouse. 



In a moment, his Com panel buzzed. “This is Truelove,” he said. 

“This is Varla, sir. Lieutenant Jones and I saw the boys when we exited the freight 

elevator after we'd finished with our scans of the sub-level. They were playing catch in the 

warehouse in front of CNC.” 

“Where are you now, Varla?”  

“We are checking out the Dove, sir.” 

“Finish up and move back through the warehouse. Make a thorough check as fast as 

possible, Truelove out.” 

The Com buzzed again, “Truelove.” 

“Ernst here, sir, I‘ve checked the kitchen, store room, freezer and cooler. There's no sign 

of the lads. I’ll check the gym and infirmary and call back.” 

“Thanks, Ernst, Truelove out.” 

Tiffany was sobbing beside his door, when Lizbeth waddled up out of breath, “I checked 

the crew's quarters and restrooms, sir. Them boys ain’t in the laundry or squad bays neither.” 

“Please take Mrs. Carmen to her quarters and stay with her Lizbeth.”  

The old housekeeper nodded and gently took the crying woman’s arm. “Come on, sweet 

heart.” Lizbeth crooned sympathetically. “Let me take you back and get you cleaned up. Captain 

Truelove will take care of everything, he always does. And I bet them boys’ll wish they hadn’t 

wandered off when he finds them.” 

The engineers came down the hall from the conference room where they had been 

studying the project plans for the Dove. “What can we do, sir?” Ray asked. 

“I need someone to check the tower.” 

“I’ll take care of it.” Ray said, and headed off. 

James looked at Tim, “You'd better check the left side of the warehouse.” Tim moved off 

quickly. 

“Larry, check the Kraken.” Truelove said, referring to the Class Four starfreighter he and 

Miya had captured. Not waiting to see the engineer respond he turned to Ricky, “You’d better 

head down to the sub-level.” 

“I was afraid you'd say that, sir.” Ricky said, half-smiling. “I guess I had to go back down 

there sometime.” The Draconians had chained Ricky to the base' main power panel in the sub-

level, which was where Truelove found him after clearing the Hydra of the Draconians. 



“Thanks Ricky. Call me when you're done.” Truelove smiled , nodding in 

encouragement. 

The intercom buzzed again, “This is Lieutenant Barnes in CNC, sir. How can I help?” 

“Brian. Good. Use the base scanner to look for the boys. You should be able to find 

Nathan’s ID anywhere in the base.” 

“Standby by, sir, I’ll check.” A few seconds later he reported, “Sorry, sir. Nathan's ID 

doesn't appear on the scan, and the scanner count is short two people.” 

“I’ll be right there.” Truelove trotted down the hall to CNC. 

 

 

Ray wanted to use the freight elevator to go up the towering docking pylon. He pressed 

the elevator call button. He waited a minute and nothing happened. Thinking someone else might 

be using the elevator, he started the long climb up the stairs to the top of the tower, checking 

each docking platform along the way. 

 

 

The boys sat mutely in the elevator. Truman shivered with fright. Just as Nathan was 

ready to get up and try the elevator button again, a bell in the car started ringing insistently. The 

frightened boys jumped up and ran out of the elevator into the small lobby. The ringing 

continued again and again.  

“Come on, Truman. We’ve got to get out of here. Something's wrong.” Nathan urged. 

Truman started to cry and said, “I want my Mom.” 

“I know. I want my Uncle James and Miya. Let’s see if we can go up the stairs.” 

“No. I want my Mom,” Truman huffed through his tears. He sat down on the cold 

concrete floor. Shivering, he buried his face in his arms and seemed to give up. 

Nathan thought about what he should do. He considered what his Uncle James would do, 

and knew his Uncle would act. He would do whatever was needed. Except Uncle James wasn't 

here. He realized that he would have to do something. The dark stairwell was frightening to the 

boy, and it was a long way up. He frowned with determination at the choice he had to make. 

When he turned to his friend, Nathan smiled bravely and said, “You wait here, Truman. 

I’ll get your Mom.” Nathan turned and ran to the stairwell door. Taking a deep breath, he threw 



open the door, and ran into the dark. As he disappeared, the heavy steel stairwell door slammed 

behind him, and the loud vibration caused the elevator button to become unstuck.  

Truman watched, frozen in horror, as the heavy gate came down with a bang and the 

doors squealed closed with a cold finality. Truman buried his face in his arms and sobbed 

uncontrollably. The elevator groaned as it left the boys stranded below. 

Nathan ran up the first few steps but he couldn't see in the darkness. He banged his shins, 

then fell forward on his hands, scraping them painfully. He knew he had to slow down or he'd 

fall and hurt himself. He grabbed the dusty handrail and began the long trip up the stairwell. 

 

 

Ricky stood in front of the closed freight elevator doors and sighed. He shook his head to 

clear his thoughts of the horror-filled images he had of his imprisonment in the engineering bay. 

The ghastly body of his boss, Phillip, had lain in plain sight. The brutal Draconians had killed the 

engineer when they returned to the Hydra. Ricky finally pressed the elevator call button. In a few 

minutes, he heard the creak and moan of the elevator as it stopped at his level and the doors 

opened.  

 

 

Varla reported to Truelove in CNC. Truelove and Brian were searching the base scanner 

in vain for any sign of the missing boys.  

“What can we do, sir?” 

“Varla, did you find anything in your scans of the sub-level?” 

She looked a Bob and said, “Yes, sir the base power generator is built into an enormous 

well behind engineering that goes down to the asteroid’s core.” 

Truelove shook his head. He didn't want to consider a disaster in which the boys had 

fallen into a pit. “Ricky just went down to take a look. Let’s see if he finds anything.” 

 

 

“Tiara?” Miya asked impatiently for the umpteenth time. 

We are ten minutes out, Miya. I will make the call for landing clearance now.” 

“Thank you.” Miya growled impatiently. 



“Tiara to base.” 

Lieutenant Barnes answered immediately, “This is base, go ahead, Tiara.” 

“We are ten minutes out, and request landing clearance.” 

Truelove's worried voice came over the Com after a short delay. “Clearance granted, 

Tiara. The hangar area is clear. We have an emergency here. We've lost the boys. So far, a visual 

search has turned up nothing.”  

Miya’s attitude immediately changed. Her thoughts switched to her charge. “Miya here, 

James, is there anything we can do from here?” 

“I don’t know. Our internal scans don't show anything. Maybe Tiara could scan the base 

as you approach.” 

“We will be in scanning range in six minutes, sir.” Tiara said. 

 

 

The elevator once again descended to the sub-level. The gates and doors opened to the 

main area. Ricky took another deep breath, pushed aside his bad memories, and walked down the 

hall looking in every room and calling, “Nathan, Truman.” Ricky’s shout echoed back to him 

eerily from the empty rooms like a tomb.  

 

 

Truman sat on the concrete floor in the small lobby behind the closed heavy elevator 

doors. The squealing and groaning machine terrified him. He sobbed uncontrollably. He thought 

he'd heard his name, but he was too scared to move. Maybe the ghosts of the dead people had 

come to get him. Images of the horrors he'd witnessed when the bad men had captured he and his 

mother replayed in his frightened mind. 

 

 

Nathan plodded slowly upward. He fought his fear of the darkness with each step. 

Feeling his way in the blackness, he felt sticky things dragging across his face. He heard 

something skittering in the darkness above, but he had to help his friend Truman. He knew what 

his Uncle James would do now. Uncle James would never quit. 

 



 

Madison Winger raced into CNC with her wet hair wrapped in a towel. “Sorry James. I 

was finishing a shower and came as soon as I heard. What have you found?” One look at him 

told her he hadn't found the boys. She had studied the makeup of the asteroid under them. A 

dense, magnetized iron alloy made up the planetoid and hadn't yielded to her attempts to scan the 

base sub-level. She reasoned the asteroid field had formerly been a planet. Some catastrophe had 

destroyed the planet leaving the largest fragment, the planet's core, upon which the Hydra now 

stood. 

Truelove said impatiently as he stared at the scanner monitor, “Nothing. . . Madison 

everyone is looking for them, and we've found nothing. I'm about to start opening shipping 

containers. But if they crawled into one of those containers, they'd surely suffocate before we 

discovered them.” 

Moving to the scanner, she suggested, “Why don’t you let me have a try, James?” 

“Please do,” he said. He stepping back and looked out the CNC windows helplessly. 

Madison’s fingers danced over the scanner controls like a concert pianist. She narrowed 

the scanner's focus into the area beneath the base. In the static, a faint image resolved of a green 

dot moving slowly through the empty space beneath them. Static filled the image, but she hung 

on tenaciously, playing her fingers across the keys to steady the ever-changing picture. Faint 

lines appeared displaying the edges of the walls and rooms deep beneath them. 

Truelove and Brian watched Madison’s hands blur over the control panel. They had no 

idea what she was doing, but suddenly they could see the green dot representing Ricky, who 

searched engineering beneath them. No other dots were evident on the screen. The intercom 

beeped. The faint dot on the scanner was standing beside the Com location in the sub-level. “Go 

ahead, Ricky,” Truelove said trying to keep the anxiety he felt from his voice. 

“There's no sign the boys were down here, sir. Sorry.” 

Truelove thought he'd better start the crew opening the storage containers. He worried 

that his mission might be over before it began. He leaned into the Com and announced, 

“Attention, Attention. All base personnel are directed to check any shipping container large 

enough for a child. That is all.” He closed the connection. 

 

 



Charlie Hobbs, the dwarflike cargo master of the Dove who was hard of hearing, paused 

with the crew who searched the warehouse when Truelove made his announcement. His frown 

deepened. He knew how quickly someone could suffocate in one of those sealed containers. He 

shook his head and confessed, “I hope those boys didn’t crawl into one of these boxes. I’d hate to 

pull their wee bodies. . ." His eyes rimmed with wetness at the thought.  

Ernst, the Dove's chubby cook, was nearby and overheard his old friend’s concern. 

Nathan was like a grandson the older man. Ernst patted Charlie's shoulder and exclaimed, “My 

boy Nathan wouldn’t do anything like that. He’s okay, but he needs our help. Come on now 

everyone. Keep looking.” 

 

 

Nathan had lost count after eleven flights of steps. The stairs switched directions at each 

landing, so he felt lost. He only knew he had to keep climbing. He fought back the tears. He was 

too far up to go back, and he couldn't tell how much farther he had to go. He was sure of only 

one thing now. He determined that he would not quit. He had to help his friend. 

 

 

Ricky walked dejectedly back to the elevator. Then he noticed the white ball sitting on 

the floor. He quickly glanced around, raced to the elevator, and picked up the ball. “Nathan, 

Truman,” his booming voice echoed up and down the empty elevator shaft.  

 

 

Truman lay curled up on the cold sub-level floor three meters away, sobbing in his sleep, 

and sucking his thumb. He was past hearing anything. 

 

 

Madison hunched over the scanner panel completely absorbed in holding the shifting 

image as she pounded the keys. She zoomed in on Ricky’s dot as he entered the elevator. She 

watched as he moved around the elevator. Then she shouted victoriously as she leaned in close to 

the screen. “I've got it, James. Look at this.” 



Ricky’s dot raced back to the sub-level Com, and the Com buzzed insistently. “Go ahead, 

Ricky.” Truelove said as he watched Madison’s finger outline the elevator shaft.  

“I found their ball on the elevator, sir. I’d say they were on the elevator for sure.” 

“Stand by one, Ricky.” 

“What do you see, Madison? All I can see is static.” 

“Look, James, the wall of the sub-level comes out this side, but look here. There are also 

faint lines on the back side of the elevator in what should have been solid rock, leading in the 

opposite direction.” 

Nodding he understood, he keyed the Com, “Ricky, look at the elevator. Is there a sub-

level access button for the back doors?  And if so, open it.” 

Ricky raced back to the elevator. They watched the green dot move into the elevator. It 

paused where the rear door control would be. Truelove imagined the gate opening. Then he 

realized Ricky had left the Com open on his end. The doors slid open, and they heard Rick’s 

joyful shout, “I've found Truman. I've found Truman.”  

Madison held James' hand and they smiled. The open Com link was broadcasting 

throughout the base. Everyone stopped what they were doing and listened. 

“Sir,” Ricky shouted to the open Com. “There's a small landing on the backside of the 

elevator. Truman's asleep and looks like he's in shock. Nathan's not here. There are four doors 

leading from this location. All the doors have combination locks except for the door labeled 

Emergency Stairs. I can see small footprints going into the stairwell. It looks like somehow the 

boys got trapped down here. Nathan must be climbing to get help. Sir, that stair well is pitch-

black. I don’t think we ever turned the power on to this area. There must be at least twenty-five 

flights of stairs back to the ground level.” 

They heard a door open. Then Ricky shouted, “Nathan. . . Nathan. . . Nathan Talon.” 

 

 

Almost fifteen flights above him, an exhausted eleven-year-old Nathan sat trying to get 

his breath. His dirty face was tear stained, but his lip was tight. He was determined to help his 

friend, Truman. Nathan had scraped his hands, knees, and shins while falling repeatedly. He 

stood up and tried to move his legs one more step. He heard a familiar voice echoing from far 



below. Nathan's dry throat gasped, “Ricky, Ricky, I’m up here.” He was afraid his voice wasn’t 

loud enough. He was very tired. It was awful dark. I won’t quit. 

Nathan had lived in exile for his own protection from the time he was one until he was 

ten. He'd been a lonely boy, and Truman was his first friend.  

 

 

Ricky shouted back at the hallway Com unit, “I can hear him, sir. I’m going up. Please 

send someone down for Truman. I don’t know where this stair goes, but it doesn’t go to the main 

base interior.” They heard the door slam, and then nothing. Truelove watched Ernst, Charlie, 

Varla, Lieutenant Jones, and Torg heading toward the elevator door in the warehouse. While 

they called for the elevator, he announced over the CNC Com to the warehouse. “Varla, make 

sure you clear the sub-level com when you get down there, and let me know what you find.” 

Madison’s fingers flew over the scanner controls. The screen panned, centering on the 

elevator. Her fingers blurred and Truelove recognized the pattern of key strokes she repeated. 

The screen jerked as if the very ground of the asteroid were resisting her insistent attacks.  

Like a bull terrier fighting a bear, Madison hammered at the base scanner controls, 

forcing the instrument to refine its focus into the area she knew was hiding the boy. Ricky's 

green dot disappeared when he entered the stairwell. Other green dots spread through the lower 

level before the image panned away. They heard the elevator returning. Varla announced she was 

turning the Com off, and the channel cleared. 

“There he is,” Madison sighed. The scan showed a dim green dot outside the warehouse 

outline. 

“Tiara,” Truelove asked, “Do you see this?”  

“Standby, sir, Miya and I are looking for a matching access point out here. It appears 

Nathan's position is under the landing platform." She paused. "Yes. There is a hatch in the 

platform near the base commander’s fighter.” 

“A secret escape passage?”  

Miya ordered, “Put me down there, Tiara.” 

“Wait. If you open that hatch, you could kill Nathan in the vacuum of space,” Truelove 

cautioned. 



“I do not think so, sir.” Tiara responded as they watched Miya leap out onto the landing 

platform from her cargo bay. “I think we will find an air-lock between the stairs and the hatch 

under the landing pad.” 

Tiara linked the view from Miya's suit camera to CNC. Her suit lights came on. She 

grasped the hatch handle and lifted. She looked up at Tiara and said, “There’s an air lock down 

here, sir. You should be able to see me from the CNC security monitor.” 

They watched from Miya's perspective as she climbed down and closed the hatch behind 

her. 

 

 

Ricky climbed the steps at a steady pace. At flight level twelve, his legs began to cramp. 

He still felt the affects of his abuse. He tired quickly. He wondered how Nathan did it in the 

dark? Ricky's wrist light showed the boy’s footprints in the dust heading steadily up the stairs. 

He noticed smudges on the stairwell walls and hand prints on the steps where the boy had fallen. 

 

 

I won’t quit. I won’t quit. I won’t quit. Nathan repeated in his head as he climbed each 

step. He refused to think of the darkness. He refused to think of the pain. He had to help Truman. 

I won’t quit. 

 

 

Miya looked through the window from the platform hatch vault into an air lock. The 

indicator showed the door on the other side of the airlock in the sealed position. “Tiara, I don’t 

have any power in here. Can you help out?” 

“Standby, Miya.” 

Madison watched the green dot grow brighter and clearer. “Nathan is still climbing the 

stairwell.” 

“Tiara, does Nathan have an aural implant?” Truelove asked referring to the direct link 

Tiara had with he and Miya that enabled them to communicate. Their mission had required each 

of them to be fitted with an aural link. 



“Yes, sir, but we have never used it. The Regent was afraid it would cause too many 

questions before he was ready.” 

“We may not have a choice. Be ready to activate it if we have to get him to stop.” 

“We may not be able to now, James,” Madison said, as she looked him in the eyes. “By 

now he must be exhausted and his body is functioning more or less automatically. He has driven 

himself to the extreme and beyond.” 

Tiara agreed, “That sounds like another man I know.” Truelove ignored the jibe. 

“Okay, Miya, I have the power coming on. . .” 

“Stop,” Miya shouted, “Don't turn on the stairwell lights. Nathan's been in total darkness 

for at least forty-five minutes. His eyes have totally dilated. If the lights come on in the stairwell, 

it'll blind him and could cause an accident. I just need control of the airlock. My suit lights will 

be more than enough. 

 

 

Ricky gasped as he bent at his waste at level eighteen to ease the sharp pain in his side 

and felt very lonely. He worried that he couldn't let a kid out-do him as he worked out the third 

Charley horse in his calf in the last two flights of stairs. He'd never live it down. He wondered 

who had designed this monstrous stairwell.  

 

 

Nathan had slowed down. The stairs felt different, cooler somehow as he climbed, but he 

kept moving up the steps, one-at-a-time. With each plodding step he chanted to himself, "I . . . 

won’t . . . quit. I . . . won’t . . . quit."  

 

 

The landing pad air-lock cycled, and Miya entered a long, narrow tunnel that led back 

toward the base. Inside CNC, everyone had gathered to watch Miya glide like a wraith through 

the dark hall. Her suit lights cast eerie shadows ahead as she jogged forward.  

Truman lay sleeping in his mother’s bed. Tiffany lay beside him, holding him close. 

Lizbeth brought in a warm, wet washcloth. Tiffany took the cloth and gently wiped her boy’s 

tear-stained face clean. 



All the base monitors connected to Miya's visor suddenly went black. The staff moaned, 

and Miya said, “Relax folks. I'm just switching to Infrared (IR) to see if I can spot Nathan 

ahead.” The screen turned a pinkish red. “I don't see anything,” she stated. “But I have him at the 

edge of my scanner.” The monitor displayed a green dot ahead. She switched to Night Vision 

and the monitor turned green. She raced forward. 

 

 

Ricky caught his second wind and picked up the pace. He was at level twenty-one and 

moving up steadily. He heard something above him that sounded like a boy's voice. “I’m coming 

Nathan. I’m coming.” He tried to sound encouraging as he panted up the dusty stairs. 

 

 

The CNC monitors switched back to IR and a tiny bright pink blob showed up low and 

far ahead. The screen switched back to NV. They could hear Miya’s footsteps echo in the long, 

dark corridor. 

 

 

“I . . . won’t . . . quit. I . . . won’t . . . quit. I . . . won’t . . . quit." Nathan chanted with each 

step as he trudged upward on rubbery legs.  

 

 

Miya saw a hatch at the end of the tunnel. The main tunnel teed left and right, but label 

on the door ahead read Emergency Stairs. She flew down the hall and saw the bright glow of 

Nathan’s body a few meters away through the wall.  

 

 

Ricky clearly heard Nathan’s voice a flight above him now. Considering his own 

weariness, he was amazed that the kid was still moving. Now that he was closer, he could hear 

Nathan, but he could not understand the words. 

 



 

“I . . . will . . . not . . . quit.” Nathan stated firmly. He saw a hint of light from somewhere, 

but his mind focused on only one thing, lifting his aching leg and planting his foot on the next 

step. 

 

 

Miya opened the door to the top of the stairwell. She saw Nathan a few steps from the top 

landing moving up step-by-step very slowly. She could hear him clearly stating with each step, 

“I will not quit.”  

She also heard Ricky pounding up the last half-flight of steps. “I’m coming, Nathan.” 

In three quick steps, Miya met the boy as he made it to the stairwell's top landing, and 

started to fall when his foot found no next step. She caught him and held him against her suit in a 

firm hug. “You made it, Nathan.”  

“I made it, Aunt Miya?” he asked numbly. 

“Yes, my boy, my brave, brave boy. You're safe now. I've got you. Your Aunt Miya has 

you.” 

 

 

Ricky kept his light pointed low, worried that he might blind the boy. “There you are,” he 

said in relief. He stood beside them bent at the waist trying to get his wind back. “Did you hear 

him, Miya?” Rick croaked, gasping for air.  

“Yes, and everyone else did, too.” 

“Aunt Miya," Nathan rasped as he wiped his runny nose and eyes, "My friend Truman 

needs help. We got stuck down there when the elevator went crazy.” He pointed a dirty bleeding 

hand down the dark stairs. 

“It’s okay, Nathan. Your friend Truman is safe now. You did very well.” 

“I didn’t quit.” 

“You sure didn’t, boy.” Ricky said in approval.  

“I knew Uncle James wouldn’t quit, so I couldn’t quit either.” 



“I think you did real good, son.” Ricky said with genuine appreciation. I won’t be able to 

walk for a week. He looked at Nathan and Miya hugging and objected, “Hey! I need a hug too.” 

He staggered forward a couple steps, joining the hug. 

 

 

The base echoed with ecstatic cheers. Madison turned to James, and they hugged with 

tears streaming down their faces in relief and joy. In seconds, they were kissing, and in a few 

more seconds, they were alone.  
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